Mix

Gin & Tonic Tanqueray
Tanqueray Gin, DD Cordials Tonic, rosemary and juniper berries.
5,—

Gin & Tonic Vording’s
Vording’s Gin, DD Cordials Tonic and cardamom.
4,—

Sloe Gin & Fizz
Sloe (sleedoorn) Gin mixed with our wild frizzante.
5,—

Day menu

11.00 to 16.00

Hummus With Flatbread
7,50 With different kinds of hummus, olives and nuts.

Nuts
3,50

Olivés
3,50

Homemade Chocolate Ganache Tart
6,—

Gin

Three Corners Premium Dry Gin, 42%, A. Van Wees
5,—

Three Corners Superior Dry Gin, 42%, A. van Wees
6,—

Three Corners Yuzu Gin, 42%, A. van Wees
6,—

Gin Vording’s Amsterdam, Cedar wood and Orange, 44,7%
6,—

Gin Tanqueray London, Angelica and Coriander, 43,1%
5,—

Sloe (sleedoorn) Gin Van der Donk, 34%
5,—

Jenever

Citroenjenever, 30%/Bessenjenever, 20% A. van Wees
2,80

Taainagel jonge scheepsjenever, 35%, A.van Wees
2,80

Oude Jenever, 35%/Zeer oude Jenever, 40% A. van Wees
3,—

Loyaal 5 years old jenever, 40%, A. van Wees
4,—

Rum

Fairtransport Ron Duro de La Palma
7 years aged powerful but refined rum from the Quevedo family, made from 100% pure La Palma sugarcane, an extremely drinkable spirit with a strong character.
43%, Tres Hombres
7,50

Fairtransport Bayan Rum Barbados
Distilled cane molasses without any additive, Bourbon barrels and the Caribbean heat are the ingredients that give this Bayan rum its finishing taste. Aged for 12 years.
42%, Tres Hombres
6,—

Drink

Fresh Water
0,— With any order fresh Amsterdam tap water. Just ask. waternet.nl

Sparkling Water
2,— glass 25cl.
6,— Carafe 50cl.

Apple & Pear juice
Mappelle organic Apple+Pear juice from organic high–stem yards in Werkhoven and Est. Mappelle.nl.
3,—

Sparkling Lemonades
Leslie and Sjoerd of Saru Soda make organic lemonades in Amsterdam Noord. dd-cordials.nl
3,— Sweet or not–so–sweet?

Coffee
Toradja Prince beans. Fair trade coffee imported from Indonesia and roasted by Wijs en Zonen in Amsterdam. www.wijsenzonen.com

Ristretto / Espresso / Americano
2,50

Double Ristretto / Espresso
3,—

Cappuccino / Latte with organic soy or oat milk.
3,—

Hot Chocolate
Chocolatemakers from Amsterdam Noord import their own beans and take full responsibility. We use their congolese organic Gorilla chocolate. chocolatemakers.nl With soy or oat milk.
3,—

Tea

Green Darjeeling. Organic FTGFOP1 from India. teekampagne.de
2,50

Black Darjeeling. Organic FTGFOP1 Chiming garden tea from India
2,50

Earl Grey. Black tea with bergamot. www.wijsenzonen.com
2,50

We grow herbs in our Aquaponics green house and public garden. Some other herbs we buy. Always organic.

Distilled

Yuzu Liqueur, 30%, A. van Wees
5,—

Brandewijn Dutch Brandy, 35%, A. van Wees
4,—

Cognac Mouillon Grande Champagne Brute , 41,6%
5,—

Eau de Vie de- Apple/Plum/Pear/Cherry/Strawberry/Raspberry 45%, A. van Wees
5,—
Wine

White

Neleman Viognier Verdil
Our housewine; Fruity dry organic white, a unique combination of two types of grape; viognier and verdil.
Valencia, Spain, 12,5%
4.– glass
20.– bottle 75cl.

Neleman Nucli Blanco
A fresh mix of sauvignon blanc and macabeo grapes. The wine has a playfull fruityness with hints of peach and boxwood. Easy to drink, hard to forget.
Valencia, Spain, 12%
5.– glass
26.– bottle 75cl.

Franco Terpin Quinto Quarto Bianco 2015
A lean orange wine with saline. The olfactory profile is composed by notes of chamomile, yellow fruits and honey. It gets it’s cool color by the spontanious fermentation and maceration on the skins of the grapes. Juicy and very drinkable.
Friuli, Italy, 12% francoterpin.com
35.– bottle 75cl.

Čotar Malvazija
A deep golden yellow color, like the sun. The intense aroma of the Malvazija is elegant and complex, reminiscent of exotic fruits with a touch of pear and quince fragrance. There’s even a gentle scent of wood. The freshness and minerality of the wine are complemented by it’s full and warm body. All the sun’s rays of the year are gathered together in this excellent white wine. Slovenia 12,5% cotar.si
50.– bottle 75cl.

Čotar Vitovska
A deep golden yellow color. A wine of complex aromatics, the palate is packed with ripe stone fruit with an exotic whiff in combination with faint traces of the scent of wood. Characteristically gentle and elegant, the freshness of this wine is highly typical. The aftertaste is delicate warm and mineral, imparted by the body. Slovenia, 12,5% cotar.si
55.– bottle 75cl.

Red

Neleman Tempranillo Monastrell
Our housewine: Light and fruity organic red.
Valencia, Spain 13,5%
4.– Glass
20.– Bottle

Roland la Garde
The Cuvée Tradition has a deep and brilliant ruby color. It is a wine with finesse and harmony, good balance and a tannic structure that highlight the aromas of red fruits.
Bordeaux, France, 14% roland-la-garde.com
5,50.– glass
30.– bottle 75cl.

Neleman Rioja Semi Crianza
This Rioja contains three grape varieties: graciano, tempranillo and garnacha. It is packed with aromas of blue and blackberries and it has a subtle spiciness to it. The wine is aged on oak for 6 months and has a nice long finish.
Rioja Alta, Spain, 14%
5,50.– glass
30.– bottle 75cl.

Prosecco

Bastía Valdobbiadene
Capo degli Onesti
Very dry organic wild fermentation on the bottle. Frizzante “sur lie”.
4,50
25.– bottle 75cl.

Valdobbiadene Extra Dry D.O.C.G.
Classical prosecco: lightly fruity and flowery but dry, award winning organic. Straw colored with a very fine bubble. 100% Glera grapes from the hills of Saccol and San Pietro.
33,50
bottle 75cl.

Valdobbiadene Introverso Brut Nature D.O.C.G.
For the ones who really love totally dry wine. It gets is name ‘Introverso’ for it’s strong character. A brut nature with no added or residual sugar, completely dry yet pleasantly fruity and soft.
39.– bottle 75cl.

Valdobbiadene Cartizze D.O.C.G.
The area in the centre of the Prosecco region with the best climate and soil is Cartizze. Col Maset is the name of the land that Micheleand Tania work to obtain the grapes that are tastiest to make their premium Cartizze Prosecco wine. Less dry and very flavorful. It has an olfactory complexity that deserves special attention.
8.– glass
50.– bottle 75cl.

Cider

Domaine de Frenelles Cidre Prestige
Le Pressoir d’Or, Normandie, Organic soft French cider. 4,5%
4.– glass.
20.– bottle 75cl.

Mendiola Sidra Natural
Naturally fermented, very dry. Astarbe, Basque traditional. 6,5%
4.– glass.
20.– bottle 75cl.

Pacory Poiré Domfront
Made with the plant de blanc, frame the pear and spice flavors. 4%
5.– glass.
25.– bottle 75cl.

All our wines are organic!